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“Education Is What Remains After You Have
Forgotten Everything You Learned In School”
– Albert Einstein
‘What you teach’ students is often forgotten after school but ‘how you teach’ creates an impression
and imbibes an aptitude in children that stays forever. Even before designing the syllabus, academic
institutions must design a technique of teaching that creates a long-lasting impression on the student’s
mind. This impression is what moulds and sharpens their personalities.
Orchids The International School is one of the few schools in India that uses accelerated learning
techniques and design.
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What is SHARPER?
To nurture the leaders of tomorrow, ORCHIDS The
International School has introduced a new teaching
philosophy of ‘SHARPER’, enabling the students in
achieving an all-around excellence in academics as
well

as

extra-curricular

activities,

making

them

self-suﬃcient and prepared for the future.
Since life doesn't have a set syllabus, we need to make
sure each child is ready for the changing times ahead
beyond their classrooms.
It is time to integrate change with a sharper and faster
mechanism that focuses on every aspect of a child's
development.
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Self discipline helps a child learn to deal with basic stress and monotonous
routines. Children who are able to build self-control are happier and less

Self - Discipline
“Self discipline is the key ingredient to

stressed. Through various programmes, we encourage self discipline.:

Student Motivation
Programmes

Guest Lectures

Special Skill
Workshops

School Management
Software

Monitored Innovative
Assemblies

Spectrum of competition
opportunities

success”
Our philosophy of ‘SHARPER’ for a perfect
curriculum begins with Self Discipline. ORCHIDS
aims

at

making

students

independent

of

monitored discipline. They need to learn to take
responsibilities for themselves. The child can then
check his own progress and begin to work on
himself.
Self discipline helps build a child’s persona, polishing his learning skills as
well as life skills.

Competitions such as Language Quest, Tech Quest, Junior Einstein etc keep the students on

Hard Work and
Academic Rigor

Inter-ORCHIDS
Competitions

“There is no substitute for Hard work, and it
always pays oﬀ”
We try to inculcate a culture of 'You reap what you
sow' in our classrooms. Sprinkling the essence of
hard work in our schedules, we ignite academic
rigor in every child. SHARPER focuses on honing the
sharp minds and training them for excellence.

their toes, creating a proactive and eﬃcient environment for the students to attain credibility in
their learning process.

Students should not become complacent with their skills. It is important to continuously keep

External Exams
for Orchidians

a check on their progress at an inter-ORCHIDS level and also guage where they stand amongst
students outside.
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To spark their interest in bigger innovations and ideas, our In-house team of engineers have designed the following:

Applied
Sciences
“Knowledge is of no use unless you put it to
practice”

Science Kits

Programming and Coding

Social Science Kits

Robotics

Maths Kits

Visual Programming languages

A child can easily memorise during exams and
forget what he or she learnt thereafter.

Imparting practical knowledge is extremely crucial
for conceptual understanding. ORCHIDS belives in
‘learning by doing’,
Creative Writing

Public Speaking

We intend to stimulate innovation and originality in their eﬀorts and vision. To make them fearless of science and other
apparently diﬃcult subjects, we have introduced them in a more engaging and interesting fashion.

Research
“Knowing the answer helps in school,
knowing the question helps in life”
This concept emphasizes on the importance of
learning in depth rather than in width. Researching

Teaching should not be a one way process, where a child consumes
knowledge mindlessly. A child must be able to understand the concepts
of his topics, should be made capable of delving into the depth of the
subject, question rigorously and explore fearlessly.
Our program attempts to inculcate reading and research habits in our
students.
This focuses on

habits help a student form personal opinions and
conclusions on issues, since it ignites a culture of
questioning.
Academic Growth

Personality Growth

Perspective Building

Health and Nutrition Program includes ABCD Assessments:

Physical Fitness
“Healthy mind resides in a healthy body”

A

C

Alpha
Fitness
Assessments
Student
Motivation
Cardiorespiratory
Programmesﬁtness &
Musculoskeletal Fitness

Clinical Assessments
Student
Motivation
AnProgrammes
open eye for health
indications

B

BiochemicalAssessments

D

Dietary Assessments

BMI, Assessing central and
percentage body fat

Eating Behaviour Assessments &
Food Diaries

For the physical ﬁtness of our students, we have
introduced

Individual

Progress

Records

to

determine the development of the child, everyday

Through physical ﬁtness, we aim to impart a healthy spirit of competition,
will to nurture excellence and develop spontaneity.

scheduled sports activity to keep them on their
toes, and Health & Nutrition Program assuring a

We tend to facilitate new sports activities such as racquetball, archery,

child's wellness at regular intervals.

taekwondo etc. to add some exposure to our ﬁtness curriculum.
Several sports are divided under Team Sports, Racquet Sports, Combat
Sports, Aquatic Sports & Individual Sports.

We incorporate

Exposure
“What is experienced on the street can
never be learned in the class”
An ideal school never misses out on the right
exposure required for a child to experience. We are

International visits
and tie ups

extending the reach of our students outside the

Student Exchange
Program

National and
International Educational
trips

walls of his classrooms, where the wings of his
imagination are free to ﬂy and he is truly subjected

The Orchidians does not only hold the opportunity to On ﬁeld exposure,

to a 360-degree development.

but our curriculum and programs are all inspired with an international
inﬂuence, all with an attempt to adhere to our students’ requirements
subjectively.

To strengthen critical thinking and problem solving skills in our students,
we believe in encouraging independent thinking.

Reﬂective and
Independent
Thinking
“Free

thinking

cultivates

The books and syllabus have been specially designed keeping in mind
the importance of their own voices, allowing them to build their
perceptions and think independently.

Field Trips

Speakathons

Public Speaking

Student Magazine and
Newsletters

Student election
council

Theatre

innovative

learning”
ORCHIDS is bent on building next generation
leaders. We wish to nurture our children in a way
that is reﬂected in their words, thoughts and actions.
Today’s generation highly lacks individuality - a
personal voice

Such chances are a window for the children to work on their reﬂections
and prepare themselves for presenting the best of their thoughts and
opinions with a stronger voice.

Why Do You Need It?
65% of the jobs would be non-existent by 2035 (World Economic Forum). Most of the jobs will be automated or evolve into something
else in the near future.

The continuous evolution of the ever-changing world will bring a new picture all across. Doubt is, even the most skilled human may
suddenly find his skills obsolete and fail to adapt to the new evolved environment – or simply put ‘the changed future’. The New York
Times rightly quotes, “Adapting isn’t easy”.

The Question here is:
But how will a student face the changed World?

The Answer is:
With the right attitude and great confidence to bend and twist existing skills and knowledge, while standing firm to the true idea of
great Darwin’s theory ‘Survival of the fittest’. And this same has ever been the idea of survival, since the genesis.

SHARPER theory is all about the required change and the right approach to build your child into a confident personality with
undeniable attitude. Again, providing skills and knowledge is every school’s duty; but we thought of more, we thought of SHARPER.

A 360-degree development theory for a sharper and brighter future.

Our Campuses

Koparkhairane
Plot No. 23, Sector 1, Koparkhairane,

Sarjapur Road

Panathur

#13, Survey no. 19,

Survey no 86/5 and 87/1,

Ambalipura, Varthur Hobli,

Panathur Main Road, Munni Reddy Layout,

Survey no 136/3B, Jagadish Nagar,

Sarjapur Road , Bengaluru - 560102

Panathur, Bengaluru 560103

CV Raman Nagar, Vibhutipura Village,

Ph: +91 95133 95877

Ph: +91 9513974450

BENGALURU
CV Raman Nagar

Ph: +91 9513900155

Jalahalli
Behind PF quarters,
Near HMT Theatre, Sector-2,
HMT colony, Jalahalli, Bengaluru - 560013

Ph: +91 7208076999

Vikhroli

7th Main, # 24-39, 4th Cross Road,

Oﬀ Bangalore International

Navodaya Nagar, JP Nagar 7th Phase,

Vashi

Airport Road, Bengaluru- 560092
Ph: +91 9513402441

PUNE

Sector 27, Next to Ram Mandir,

Kothnur, Bengaluru - 560 076

Mafco Road , Vashi

Nigdi – Pradhikaran,

Ph: +91 95137 78154

Maharashtra - 400703

Pune - 411044

Ph: +91 7710017107 , +91 7700929063

Ph: +91 88308 20938

Masjid Bunder

Ambegaon

C.V.O.D. Jain Pathshala,

S.No.6/16 Ambegaon Bk,Dehu-Katraj,

Kurla

SVP Road, # 84, Samuel Street (PalaGaly),

Bypass Tal.Haveli, Behind Indian Oil Petrol Pump,

SG Burve Road,

Masjid Bunder, Mumbai - 400009

Dist.Pune- 411046

Near Kurla West Railway Station,

Ph: +91 7208017104

PH : +91 75173 93848

Thane

Undri

Cosmos Arcade, Azad Nagar,

Survey No 59, Apex Hills, Next to Undri City Centre,

Malad

Opp. Brahmand Phase 4,

Katraj- Hadapsar Bypass Road, Atur Nagar,

Marve Road, Opp. HDFC Bank,

Near TMC Water Tank, Ghodbunder Road,

Undri, Pune, Maharashtra 411060

Behind Garden Court Restaurant,

Thane (W), 400607, Ph: +91 77770 16446

Ph: +91 79720 21376

MUMBAI

3rd main, 6th cross,

Mysore Road, Kengeri,

Near café coﬀee day, Bilekahalli,
Bengaluru - 560076
Ph: +91 78299 88807

Nigdi

PLOT No. 6 A , Kopari , Sector – 26,

BTM Layout

Kurla (W), Mumbai - 400070

Nagarbhavi

CA Site no. 1, Rajaji Nagar Housing,
Co-operative society,
Survey no. 38-39,
Sri Gandadakaval,
Bengaluru - 560072
Ph: +91 78299 88805

Vijayanagar
Ramanashree Udaya Education society,
14, 18th Main, MC Layout, Marenahalli,
Vijayanagar, Near Vijayanagar Metro Station
Bangalore - 560040
Ph: +91 9513558850

Ph: +91 9867592895

Orlem, Malad (W), Mumbai - 400064
Ph: +91 77770 16450

Jubilee Hills Road
No.36 Extension, Madhapur,
Ph: +91 92480 94881

Near Apna Sahkari Bank,Vikhroli East,

NTI Layout, Rajiv Gandhi Nagar,

Jubilee Hills

Hyderabad - 500033

Group no.3, Tagore Nagar,

Ph: +91 7208036888

N S Palya main road,

Ph: +91 78299 88806

Road, Gorai-1, Borivali West, Mumbai 400092

JP Nagar

#76/6, Opp.R.V.Engineering College.
Bengaluru - 560059

Society, Near Ganesh Durga Temple, Shimpoli

Ph: +91 86550 55197

Sahakar Nagar

Ph: +91 90360 14791

Mysore Road

Plot No # 3/3A R.S.C. Opp. Shree Darshan

Navi Mumbai - 400709

Mumbai - 400083

New Thipasandra, Bengaluru - 56007

HYDERABAD

Borivali

